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Renewable Fuel
By Roger Bowman
In case you had not heard, Gulfstream
recently signed an agreement that will
deliver a reliable supply or renewable fuels
to us. Reprinted in it's entirety, here is the
original press release:
SAVANNAH, Ga., May 18, 2015
PRNewswire -- Gulfstream Aerospace Corp.
and its fuel supplier, World Fuel Services Inc.,
recently finalized a three-year agreement that
provides Gulfstream with a consistent supply of
renewable fuels for its daily flight operations in
Savannah.

With this agreement, Gulfstream is expected
to become the first business jet manufacturer
to use renewable fuels on a day-to-day basis,
another step in our efforts to reduce our carbon
footprint and help our industry achieve its
sustainability goals."
Gulfstream will initially use renewable fuels
on its Airborne Product Support aircraft, which
are operated by Gulfstream's Savannah-based
Field and Airborne Support Teams (FAST). FAST
includes technicians and flight crews who travel
on dedicated Gulfstream G150 aircraft to deliver
parts and/or people to Gulfstream operators
within North America, Central America and
the Caribbean. In the last year, airborne FAST
crews have completed more than 300 missions.

“

The fuel is a 30/70 blend of low-carbon, dropThe fuel will also be used for corporate flights,
in renewable fuel and
flight-test aircraft and,
Jet-A. It provides the
eventually,
customer
same
performance
aircraft.
This agreement with
as
conventional,
petroleum-based
jet
World Fuel is a testament to The low-carbon, dropfuel and requires no
in replacement fuel is
Gulfstream's commitment
changes to factoryderived from agricultural
standard engines or
waste and is certified to
to sustainability.
aircraft. Each gallon of
meet the same industry
renewable fuel burned
specifications
as
is expected to achieve
petroleum Jet-A. World
a more than 50 percent reduction in greenhouse
Fuel will manage the logistics of bringing the
gas emissions, relative to petroleum-based jet
renewable fuel to Savannah.
fuel, on a lifecycle basis.
Sustainability certification will be secured through
"This agreement with World Fuel is a testament
the Roundtable for Sustainable Biomaterials,
to Gulfstream's commitment to sustainability,"
an international multi-stakeholder initiative
said Larry Flynn, president, Gulfstream. "We
that brings together farmers, companies,
were the first in the business aviation industry to
non-governmental
organizations,
experts,
fly our full fleet to the National Business Aviation
governments and intergovernmental agencies
Convention and Exhibition on renewable fuels,
concerned with ensuring the sustainability of
and the Gulfstream G450 was the first business
biomass production and processing.
jet to cross the Atlantic using renewable fuels.
continued on page 3

“
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Appleton Holds its 3rd
Annual Tree Giveaway

trees, ponds and wildlife.
2014 was the 50th year anniversary for Field
Days, and this year over 900 local children
were in attendance. Proceeds from the tree
sales are also used to provide scholarships
for students who want to attend. The Field
Day event includes lake research, wildlife/
forest biology, nature hikes, canoeing,
and teambuilding/low ropes course. The
program also sponsors activities such as
an Environmental Speaking Contest and an
Environmental Poster Contest to promote
conservation.

By Roger Bowman
Gulfstream Appleton recently conducted
its third annual tree giveaway. The site
distributed 1,000 saplings in honor of Earth
Day (April 22) and Arbor Day (April
25). Individuals could select
from blue spruce, red maple,
white birch, black cherry or
shagbark hickory. This has
always been a fun, earthfriendly, green awareness
event.
The
from
Land
uses

trees are purchased
the Outagamie County
Conservation District, which
the proceeds to help fund their

LEDs - Better Light,
Lower Energy Costs
By Ralph Dorsainvil
Imagine this: you are assigned to work
inside the airplane during build. It's a busy
place, with lots of people and lots of activity.
Extension cords and air lines are everywhere,
and with so much activity it can be hot and
sticky in there. Also imagine this work area
with 12 florescent light tubes hanging inside,
stretching from the cockpit all the way to the
baggage compartment. The fixtures are warm
(hot!) and it's easy to bump against them as
you do your job, and hot bulbs can cause
damage or injuries.
Here's how one lighting solution solved many
problems, improved employee performance
and reduced utility costs and environmental
footprint.

Conservation Field Days. During
Field Days, fifth and sixth grade
children from around the county spend
a day on an actual farm learning about
conservation -- water, composting and soil,

Getting enough light to work inside the tube
during aircraft build is a challenge. Florescent
and incandescent technology can be bulky,
hot to work around, and produce uneven light.
LEDs are cooler, consume less energy, are
brighter, last longer and emit less heat.
After discussion with the team, LED light
strips were chosen for trials. Initially, the strips
were zip-tied to the ribs of the aircraft and
were fed by one large power supply, which
was eventually redesigned to accommodate
everyone working inside the tube.
The new design allows the LEDs to connect
to the ceiling of the aircraft at a common point
using the same Gulfstream part as what’s
used for the blankets. That means the LED
light system can be installed in department
9600 (Build Station) and stay on through
9800 (Clean and Close) with no problem. As
a recent improvement, we’ve replaced the

The tree giveaway at Gulfstream also serves
to raise awareness of the land conservation
program. Additional trees are available to
county residents, and several individuals
have gone directly to the county office and
bought additional trees.

current power supplies with those with built
in fans.
Six LED lights, compared to 12 fluorescent
lights, gives us a material savings of $1,397.75
per station, and ignores maintenance and
repair costs. There is also a per station
energy savings of 365 watts, 1903 KWh/year
and $95 a year. The return on investment is
immediate.
Above all, the feedback from mechanics has
been overwhelmingly positive. Better lighting
means better ergonomics, more comfortable
employees, and a safer work place.
For more information on LED light strips,
contact Ralph Dorsainvil or Roger Bowman
in the Sustainability Office. The Sustainability
Office has a demonstration unit and can work
with you to see if LEDs are suitable for your
work area.
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Sustainability Advisors Graduation
By Sustainability Staff
The Sustainability Office is pleased to recognize 19 employees from
around the company who recently completed the Georgia Southern
University (GSU) "Sustainability Advisor" certificate program. Earlier
this month, the Sustainability staff hosted a meet-and-greet event
for the students and the university teaching staff who organized and
taught the class.

to include them so they can contribute their new knowledge to your
project!
Thomas Boucher (SAV), John Burns (Lincoln), Janis Cook (Appleton),
David Filiatre (SAV), Mark Fuller (SAV), Jarawa Green (SAV), Yves
Halliburton (SAV), Yancey Johnson (SAV), Nathan Knight (SAV),
Darlene Mitchell (Dallas), Melissa Peters (Westfield), Mark Prince
(SAV), Gena Process (Appleton), Jim Randolph (SAV), Marty Swanson
(SAV), Chris Waters (SAV), Christine Williams (SAV), Ed WIlliams
(Lincoln) and Anthony Zeka (Las Vegas).

The program, which runs for 8 weeks, covers the basic concepts of
sustainability, giving students both the background and practical
knowledge to make a difference both at home and at work.
Included in the course work are sections that introduce sustainability to
the students, then more focused study on Water, Waste, Energy and
Green Buildings.
Best of all, the course is offered on line, so students can participate
from all over Gulfstream, and proceed at their own pace -- up to a point.
There are still assignments due, lectures and video, class discussions,
and even quizzes. Students from our Lincoln, Appleton and Dallas
facilities attended the class which recently concluded.
The following employees are certified Sustainability Advisors -- be sure

'Renewable Fuel'
continued from page 1
Gulfstream's sustainability strategy supports the business aviation
industry goals established by the National Business Aviation
Association, the General Aviation Manufacturing Association and the
International Business Aviation Council. Those goals include carbonneutral growth by 2020, an improvement in fuel efficiency by an
average of 2 percent a year until 2020, and a reduction in total carbon
dioxide emissions by 50 percent by 2050 relative to 2005.
In addition to the agreement with World Fuel, Gulfstream's sustainability
efforts include investments made in research and development
to support greener aircraft operations. The G280 and the flagship
G650 and G650ER were designed to decrease their environmental
impact through establishing a balance of noise, emissions and fuel
consumption. All three aircraft offer best-in-class fuel efficiency with
noise and emission levels well below regulations.
Gulfstream's all-new family of aircraft, the G500 and G600, were
also designed for enhanced fuel efficiency to help mitigate their
environmental impact and lower operating costs. The G500 and G600
are powered by versions of the new Pratt & Whitney Canada PW800
series engine, which delivers excellent fuel efficiency, lower emissions
and reduced engine noise. The combination of the new PW800 engines
and the Gulfstream-designed wing is expected to result in industryleading fuel efficiency for both the G500 and G600.

Calendar of Events

Jul04
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . INDEPENDENCE
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DAY
. . . . . . .HOLIDAY
.................
Aug06 NAT'L EAT YOUR VEG DAY

A veggie-based diet is better for your health and
the planet.

...............................................................

Aug2015

GULFSTREAM CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT SYMPOSIUM

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Orlando,
. . . . . . . . . FL
.....................................

Sep2016

SUPPLIER CONFERENCE

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Savannah,
. . . . . . . . . . . .GA
..................................

Oct2015

SUSTAINABILITY SUMMIT & FAIR

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Savannah,
. . . . . . . . . . . .GA
..................................

1Q2016

BUILDING 6000 (Y) BOOT CAMP
BUILDING 6003 (Z) BOOT CAMP

...............................................................
Submit your events to sustainability@gulfstream.com and put
'Calendar' in the subject line.
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A Year in Review: Lincoln
By LIncoln Green Team and Site Employees
On February 10, 2015 the Gulfstream Lincoln team participated
in the sustainability “Re-Boot Camp.” The Lincoln and Savannah
Sustainability teams identified areas for the Lincoln team to improve
the sustainability of our site. To that end, the following is a recap of
what has been accomplished by those teams in just one year:

Energy Consumption Annual
Fell short of 25% reduction for the site

Actions Taken Which Resulted in a Footprint Reduction:
ӰӰ LED Lighting Improvements
ӰӰ Reduced paint usage by improving application process in new
paint booth
ӰӰ Identified gaps in recycling processes
ӰӰ Reduced lighting usage at night in parking lots
ӰӰ Cryogenic Nitrogen tire filler
ӰӰ Defined plan to install water bottle filling stations
ӰӰ Upgraded break room appliances with more energy efficient
appliances.
ӰӰ Reduced water temperature and electrical load from water
heaters.
ӰӰ Upgraded lights with occupancy sensors
ӰӰ Crate disposal and repurposing
ӰӰ SAV and Lincoln Sustainability teams participated in bench
marking exercise with Rogers Family Coffee.
Communication
The Communication Team has been active in their efforts to keep
sustainability an integral part of our work environment.

What’s Next?
Plenty! Here is what the teams are working on:
ӰӰ Continue support of the Materials of Concern group within GAC
ӰӰ Remove all Hex Chrome Paint from Lincoln painting processes
and introduce more water based paints
ӰӰ Long term facility growth plans 2015 - 2016
ӰӰ Sustainability certification through Georgia Southern Univ. for
two team members (Q2 2015)
ӰӰ Communication – an “Introduction to Green” training presentation
is under development and will be part of the new hire orientation
ӰӰ Creating a greater sense of ownership within the Lincoln Green
Team
ӰӰ Electrical – more induction lighting is planned
ӰӰ Electrical – Upgrade of the HVAC system is planned in 20152016
ӰӰ Electrical – a “Shut It Off” campaign will be re-launched to
promote shutting off lights, equipment, etc., when not in use
ӰӰ Natural gas – working on balancing issues in finish spray booth
ӰӰ Water – upgrading to low-flow toilets when possible
ӰӰ Upgrade parts washer to reduce media blasting of wheels and
brakes
The Lincoln team is small and improvements in our Sustainability
program are quickly being implemented. Clear long term plan for the
site are being developed and expected to be in place during 2016.

ӰӰ A new “green” quote is posted each week on the monitors
ӰӰ Sustainability posters are up throughout the facilities
ӰӰ Old and unused office furniture was offered to employees to
repurpose.

ank You

everyone for your part in the successes that we, as a site, have achieved
in the past 12 months! Our list for the next 12 months is aggressive, but attainable.
Everything you do to help us reach our sustainability goals has a much bigger impact than you realize.
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Bringing Green Home

also good for filtering toxins and improving
indoor air quality, and they are also nice to
look at.

By Caroline Ingalls, Sustainability Intern

As we spend approximately 90% of our time
When cleaning, be sure to use products
indoors, it is important to ensure that our
that are non-toxic, biodegradable, and
interior environments are
to be in.
have been made from natural renewable
There are harmful toxins in most household
resources. Toxic cleaning products can
cleaning supplies that get stuck in our homes,
drain into our natural water systems after use,
as well as bacteria that are tracked in from
harming plant and animal life, as well as our
the street on our
fresh water supply.
shoes. All of these
They
are
often
bad things become
hazardous
In some cases,
trapped inside, and
to touch as well.
we breathe them
Examples of safe
the air quality inside
in our air. Today’s
and healthy green
can be worse than
buildings are very
cleaning
products
well insulated, which
are
vinegar
the air outside.
is great for energy
and baking
savings, but it is
soda, and
important that indoor
when
air is circulated and kept clean. In some
mixed with warm water, can
cases, the air quality inside can be worse
make a great all-purpose
than the air outside.
cleaner. Baking soda is a good
odor eliminator for places such
Keep your windows open as much as
as carpets and refrigerators.
possible to let
in and bad air
Keep it in your refrigerator, and
out. Air fresheners are very toxic, so light a
sprinkle some on your carpet,
scented candle, boil some
such as
vacuum it up and the odors should be
cinnamon and cloves, or bake cookies to get
gone.
air smelling fragrant again. Indoor plants are

healthy

“

“

fresh air
spices

By making these simple
choices, the environment, your
home and your family will be much
safer and healthier!

simpler,

Here is a little secret: cleaning with common nontoxic household staples is CHEAPER,
and a
whole lot safer. There are many inexpensive, easy-to-use natural alternatives which can safely be used.

olive oil

Cleans
Polishes

castile
soap

baking
soda

Cleans
Cuts Grease/Grime

Cleans
Scours
Kills Viruses
Deodorizes
Cuts Grease/Grime
Softens Water

essential
oil

Aromatherapy

lemon
juice

Cleans
Kills Bacteria
Kills Mold
Kills Mildew
Cuts Grease/Grime
Shines

vinegar

Cleans
Cuts Grease/Grime
Kills Mildew
Cuts Soap Scum
Deodorizes
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